Abstract. Bismuth cuprate superconductor has a unique structure called a structural modulation (supercell, SC) consisting of modulated several unit cells. Strain induced by multilayered structure increases the intensity of SC modulation, while an oxygen deficient sample shows expansion of SC size. In this study, as opposed to the multilayer strain, by preparing samples with thick film thicknesses the effect of strain on crystal structure was investigated including SC structure. Epitaxial growth was verified by x-ray diffraction, and the thicker film showed other epitaxial phase rotated 32° around the surface normal with respect to the initial epitaxial phase. The SC size estimated by x-ray reciprocal space mapping was double the size of the initial epitaxial phase. Interestingly, the initial epitaxial phase became a dominant structure after further deposition. In order to evaluate the different SC size and SC modulation, a new index related with an incline of the modulation vector was proposed.
Introduction
Bismuth cuprate superconducter has a long periodic structure besides its unit cell, called structural modulation or supercell (SC) [1, 2, 3, 4] . Literally the long periodic structure consists of modulated several unit cells through the whole crystal. Such a structure was first observed by electron microscopy, which shows the SC structure with fourfold satellite peaks around the main peaks. This unique structure has been investigated to find the origin of SC structure with great efforts; intercalation carried out by aliovalent substitution [5, 6] , or oxygen doping by annealing or by high-pressure oxidization, showing that oxygen content (extra oxygen) and induced strain affect the SC structure. Aliovalent substitution replaces cations by different cations with different valence and radius, which affects both oxygen doping by different valence, and in strain by different radius.
To emphasize the effect of strain, we investigated SC structure in multilayered structure [7] . Unlike aliovalent substitution, multilayered structure induces only strain into crystal structure; decreasing thickness of bilayer must induce strong strain in multilayers. SC structure in multilayered samples showed almost the same SC size, however distortion of unit cells forming SC structure increased with increasing strain. On the other hand, Bi 2 Sr 2 Ca 1 Cu 2 O X (Bi-2212) film annealed in oxygen deficient atmosphere showed remarkable expansion in the SC size [8, 9] . Besides commonly evaluated modulation size (SC size), we evaluated modulation amplitude indicating how strongly unit cells are distorted from the original sites to form the SC structure. While extra oxygen strongly affects the size of SC structure, strain induced by multilayer mainly affects modulation amplitude; how strongly unit cells are distorted to form the SC structure.
Multilayer induces strong strain in its crystal structure. As opposed to the multilayered structure, a single film must release such strain as the film continuously grows. In this study, in order to investigate the effect of strain on SC structure in relatively thick films (~5,600 and 12,000 Å), single Bi-2212 film continuously grew on a MgO substrate by pulsed laser deposition (PLD) and the crystal structures were investigated by using several methods with x-ray diffraction to be compared with a reference film. Another phase of Bi-2212 became the dominant structure rotated by 32° around surface normal with respect to the initial epitaxial Bi-2212, which showed double size of its structural modulation. The angle of 32° was described using two lattice planes as coincidence sites lattice structure (CSL) [10, 11] .
Interestingly, the SC size in the thick film was expanded almost the double the size of the reference film. In the case of SC structure with different sizes, modulation amplitude cannot describe the distortion in crystal. In order to evaluate such a SC structure, we proposed a new index, which is related to an incline of the modulation vector.
Experiments
Bi-2212 single layer and mltilayered films were prepared on MgO(100) substrates by PLD using "slower Q-switched Nd:YAG laser" [12] at a substrate temperature of 750°C, with a substrate-target distance of 40 mm, as shown in fig.1 . The oxygen pressure during the deposition was 200 mTorr. The deposition rate was estimated by x-ray reflectivity (XRR) on the reference film. Single layer of Bi-2212 and multilayered (Bi-2212/Bi-2201) 6 (six bilayers) were prepared on MgO substrates under the same conditions. Film thicknesses were about 1,300, 5,600 and 12,000 Å for single layer films, and those of multilayered films were estimated by XRR, and the crystal structure including SC structure were compared with the reference film of 1,300 Å thickness.
Epitaxial growth was verified by θ -2θ and φ scan, grazing incidence XRD and x-ray reciprocal space mapping (XRSM) were taken on cross section (b x c plane) and plan view (a x b plane) to observe SC peaks generated by structural modulation. The details about cross section and plan view XRSM can be found elsewhere [13] . Grazing incidence diffraction (in-plane θ -2θ) observed SC peaks as well as the in-plane main peaks of Bi-2212(200). 
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Results and Discussions
Epitaxial growth was verified by θ -2θ and φ scan on each film. XRSM of single Bi-2212 with 1,300 Å of film thickness as a reference showed asymmetric peaks around the main peak of Bi-2212(0020) on b* x c* plane in reciprocal space, as shown in Fig.2 . The ordinate is along the surface normal (c*-axis), and the abscissa lies along in-plane direction (b*-axis). The distance between the main and satellite peaks allows one to estimate the size of the SC structure. ∆Qx along b*-axis is the reciprocal of real SC size along the b-axis (SCb), and ∆Qy along c-axis (SCc). On the reference film, SCb and SCc were estimated to be 4.9b and 1.1c, respectively. An asymmetric peak can be simulated on crystal model modulated by sawtooth function instead of sinus function, which produces symmetric peaks around the main peak [14] . The sawtooth function for a simple crystal model is
where k is the wave vector defining the direction, the wave length, A, is the amplitude of wave vector, and A 0 is a constant displacement. The XRD peak ratio of SC to main peaks, R SC/M , is related to the amplitude A, which was estimated to be ~ 0.4 Å by comparing XRSM simulation with experimental R SC/M on the reference film. In order to emphasize the effect of strain, multilayered samples of (Bi-2212 4 /Bi-2201 3 ) 6 and (Bi-2212 2 /Bi-2201 2 ) 6 were prepared and investigated by x-ray diffraction. While the SC size slightly changed in the multilayers, the peak ratio, R SC/M , was increased with decreasing the bilayer period. The induced strain affects the modulation amplitude rather than SC size. Annealing samples in deficient oxygen atmosphere resulted in expansion of SC size. While extra oxygen strongly affects the size of SC structure, strain induced by multilayer mainly affects the modulation amplitude.
Contrary to the multilayered structure, strain will be released in thick film. Bi-2212 film continuously grew on MgO (001) substrate, and the crystal structure of single films with film Solid State Phenomena Vol. 139thickness of 5,600 and 12,000 Å were compared with the reference film with thickness of 1,300 Å. With increasing film thickness, another phase of Bi-2212 grew with in-plane rotation. Figure 3 is the pole figure using Bi-2212(115) peak on film with thickness of 5,600 Å, showing 12 peaks instead of four peaks on the reference film. The four peaks were initial four peaks at φ = 0, 90, 180 and 270° with relation of MgO[100] parallel to Bi-2212[100] (phase A), and the other eight peaks (phase B) were observed at ±32° from phase A; φ = 32, 58, 122, 148° ··· , as shown in fig.3(a) . Interestingly, as film continuously grew the phase A (φ = 0, 90, 180 and 270°) became dominant again the same as the reference film with the thickness of ~1,300 Å ( fig.3(b) ). The coincidence site lattice (CSL) [10, 11] defines the domain coherent strain, e, as
where a and b are lattice constants of each unit cells, and k and l defines the translation vector in its crystal as T a = ka 1 + la 2 and m and n as T b = mb 1 + nb 2 . Taking (k, l) and (m, n) to be (3, 3) and (1, 4) , the domain coherent strain takes e = 0.023, and the angle of two translation vectors is ~31°, which was good agreement with the angle between phase A and B. XRSM was also taken around each single layer Bi-2212(2020) to estimate SC size and evaluate peak intensity ratio, R SC/M , as shown in fig. 4 . Since thick Bi-2212 film showed two phases, XRSM was taken on phase A (φ = 0°) and phase B (φ = 32°). Fig.4(a) taken at φ = 0° (phase A) on the film with 5,600 Å of thickness, shows four peaks below the main peak. The pair of outside SC peaks were shadows from the phase B at φ = 32°, and the inner two weak SC peaks were real satellite peaks generated by the phase A. The SC size in the phase A was estimated to be 50 Å, which is double the SC size of the reference film. Figure 5 is a XRSM around main (0020) peak on Bi-2212 film with 12,000 Å of thickness at φ = 0°. As shown in fig.5 , two SC peaks were observed on the XRSM, however, weak SC peaks still existed 
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Theory, Modeling and Numerical Simulation with the same intensity as sample with 5,600 Å thickness ( fig.4(a) ). As in the same manner as the reference film, peak ratio, R SC/M , was used to estimate the modulation amplitude. With the ratio of R SC/M , a modulation amplitude is estimated by the simulation of x-ray reciprocal space on a simple SC model modulated by sawtooth wave function [7, 11] . The modulation amplitude, A, indicates how strongly unit cells are distorted to form the SC structure. The R SC/M of SC peak of 0.032 indicated A of 0.4 Å, which was the same as the single layered film with the thickness of 1,300 Å.
For phase A, the modulation amplitude was estimated to be 0.4 Å, which was equivalent to the reference film, however, the modulation period was double the SC size of the reference film. Modulation amplitude, A, can not describe how strongly the crystal is distorted when the SC size is varied. In order to evaluate these distortions, we propose a new index Φ, related to an incline of the modulation vector as
where |SC| is the size of SC defined as SC b 2 + SC c 2 . Φ can qualitatively express how strongly the crystal is distorted. Table 1 shows the summary for lattice parameters of lattice constants, SCb, SCc and peak ratio of SC to main, R SC/M together with Φ N (normalized Φ) on single film including the reference film and multilayered films. Unit cells in phase A intervening between substrate and phase B were extended and contracted by the substrate and the following phase B, dispersing the intrinsic strain in crystal, and resulting in expansion of SC size in phase A.
Releasing misfit strain in phase B contracted unit cells along both b and c axes, more than in the multilayered structure, and modulation amplitude was larger than the other samples. Taking the distortion index Φ N into account, phase B was indeed the less distorted structure. However, further growth of Bi-2212 turned out increase in its modulation.
Summary
In summary, the strain induced by multilayered structure increases the intense of SC modulation, while an oxygen deficient sample shows expansion of SC size. The strain affects how strongly unit cells are distorted to form SC structure, and extra oxygen dominates the SC size. The misfit strain with substrate must be released with continuous growth of single layer film. As the film thickness increased, another epitaxial phase became dominant with 32° rotated around the surface normal with respect to the initial epitaxial phase. Taking the translation vector as (3, 3) and (1, 4) , domain coherent strain yields 0.023, and the angle of the two vectors was in good agreement with the rotation angle in the thick film. The new index, Φ N , was proposed to evaluate the SC structure in different SC size. 
